Seaside paint finishes give a clean and modern look to
a piece of fine furniture. This paint finish is smooth with

The color swatches below are a representation only.
See a dealer showroom for actual finish samples.

no distressing and the same paint coverage all over.

#71 Snow

#75 Sky

#76 Raindrop

#77 Turquoise

#78 Sailboat

#79 Blueberry

#80 Cloud

#81 Bone

#82 Quicksilver

#83 Gunmetal

#85 Coral

#86 Cinnabar

#87 Bright Red

#88 Mint Grass

#89 Avocado

#90 Moonbeam
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Finish Options

Traditional Stains
Traditional Finishes are non-distressed smooth ﬁnishes.

All furniture products are available in the Traditional ﬁn-

The grain character and color variations of solid wood are

ishes. Colors should be used for guide purposes only. See

a beautiful part of the solid wood ﬁnish. Notice that the

dealer showroom for ﬁnish sample board.

wood variations are more apparent in the lighter ﬁnishes.

#53 Papricka {Cherry}

#51 Buckskin {Cherry}

#52 Sunset {Cherry}

#56 Truﬄe {Cherry}

#57 Centennial {Cherry} #61 Cashew {Oak}

#54 Cinnamon {Cherry} #55 Auburn {Cherry}

#62 Lynford {Oak}

#63 Butternut {Oak}

Note: #71-#73 are solid painted ﬁnishes, but wood character is still evident.
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#64 Cassia {Oak}

#65 Nutmeg {Oak}

#71 Snow

#72 Cream

#73 Midnight

Heritage finishes are distressed with worm holes

in the Heritage finishes. Colors shown should be

and dings. The wood is then stained and glazed to

used for guide purposes only. See dealer showroom

accent the piece. All furniture products are available

for finish sample board.

Spice {Oak}

Pecan {Oak}

Stonewal {Oak}

Walnut {Oak}

Cherry Valley {Cherry}

Russet {Cherry}

Legacy {Cherry}

Heather {Cherry}

Briar {Cherry}

Almond {Maple}

Iceberg {Maple}

Ginger {Maple}

Cypress {Maple}

Cedar {Maple}
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Coal {Maple}

Heritage finishes are distressed with worm holes

paint chips. Oak wood allows the grain finish pattern

and dings. The paint lacquer is applied, rubbed

to distinctively show through the paint finish. Colors

through or glazed to accent the piece. Only painted

shown should be used for guide purposes only. See

Cherry & Maple give the look presented on these

dealer showroom for finish sample board.

1 - 8 Distressed and rub-through

#1 Antique White

#3 Putty

#4 Black

#5 Powder

#7 Willow

#11 Wineberry

#12 Marble

#16 Granite

#17 Navy

9 - 17 Distressed and glazed

#8 Pebble

#9 Ocean

#10 Mist

#13 Moss

#14 Redwood

#15 Harbor
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The Renaissance finish category is another sophisticated

piece of furniture deserves. Colors shown should be used

group of finishes. Every detail from the distressing, to the

for guide purposes only. See dealer showroom for finish

depth and patina of each color, including the high sheen

sample board.

of the catalyzed finish gives a “renewed look” that each

Brazil {Cherry}

Colorado {Cherry}

Java {Maple}

Mocha {Cherry}

Stonework {Oak}

Nautical {Maple}

Palm {Maple}

The character and wear of generations of use is captured in the Antiquity Finishes. This is accomplished in a 16-step
studio style finish process. Each piece is scraped, distressed, and softened with sanding to simulate years of wear. Glazing
and hand burnishing highlight the character of the distress marks and the natural beauty of the wood. All the Antiquity
finishes are coated with catalyzed finish and hand waxed. Please note, there are 2 levels of distressing in the Antiquity
Stains. Any Antiquity Stain finish can be selected in Level 1 or 2.
Antiquity Level 1: This is the overall lighter distress level
and does not have simulated cracks. This level has worn
edges, tear outs, gouges, dings, wormholes, and nonphysical distressing within the finish layers. Colors shown
should be used for guide purposes only.

Teak {Cherry}
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Coffee {Cherry}

Antiquity Level 2: This level of antiquity has simulated
cracks, worn edges, tear outs, gouges, dings, wormholes
and non-physical distressing within the finish layers. Colors
shown should be used for guide purposes only.

Devonshire {Oak}

Brie {Cherry}

Champagne {Cherry}

Tudor {Cherry}

Sahara {Maple}

Marina {Maple}

The distressed wood and color of Antiquity Paints is

and hand-waxed. Only cherry and maple (not available

designed to complement the Antiquity Stains. Each piece

on most SKU’s) will give the same effect as the samples.

is distressed in the same manner as the stained finishes but

Oak wood allows the grain patterns to distinctively show

given several layers of color to highlight the natural wear

the paint finish. Colors shown should be used for guide

from years of use. It is then coated with catalyzed finishes

purposes only.

Ivory

Alabaster

Cayenne

Steel

Basil

Salsa

Black

Platinum

Mushroom

Weathered antiquity represents years of elemental

wood. Each piece is unique and chosen to be “one of a

exposure. As the sun, the sea, and the sand form the

kind.” Make your choice of color broad with the natural

character of a branch on the beach, so these finishes

beauty of the Weathered Antiquity variation.

present the simulation of natural weathering on cherry

Lichen

Earth

Slate

White Wash
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